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Heart Cord Creation

Close your eyes and get centered in your heart. 

Place your attention on the cord coming into the back of your 
heart... This is your bioplasmic cord that Universal energy 
flows through and into your body for supporting your body 
systems.
 
Check on the condition of your bioplasmic cord... What does 
it look like? Get a feeling sense of how the cord is in 
appearance.

Sometimes this cord is clogged or deteriorating due to stress 
and life events. It may appear to be slimy, mushy or flimsy.
 
It is important for this connection and cord to be strong, 
clean and clear of any negative energy so the Universal 
energy can easily flow into your body and bring you the vital, 
life giving energies that will support you.

Pull out the old cord and clean out the back of your heart. 
Now intend to create a new connection that is optimal for the 
flow of energy wanting to support you. Imagine creating a 
new bioplasmic cord, one that is healthy and strong, clean 
and clear.
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Creative Coherence Formula
Emotion... Quotient: Top 3 chakras
Thought... Quotient: Lower 3 chakras
Feelings... Quotient: Heart chakra... Your heart 
becomes a golden heart

1. Think about what you want to manifest... bring 
the thought energy from your root chakra at the 
base of the spine up to the heart convergence 
point. You can use some “I Am” affirmations as 
your thoughts. Affirm for example: I Am so 
grateful for my beloved SoulMate... these 
affirmations are stated as if, already, present. 

2. Imagine the emotions that are present with the 
thoughtful affirmations. For example: Joy, 
Happiness, Peace or Serenity. Start to move the 
emotional energy down from your crown chakra 
to your heart convergence point. 

3. Combine the thoughtful affirmations and the 
emotions at the heart convergence point to create 
pictures or visions in your minds eye. 

4. Feel the feelings of already having that which you 
are creating... become alive with the possibility & 
probability of the creation. Claim with animation 
that it is already done... and so it is!
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Possibility & Probability 
LifeLines 

Creating New Possibility and High Probability Lines... is simple. 
Focus on thickening the lines you want and dropping the ones 
you don’t. We are either contributing to the creation of, or the dis-
creation of a thing, idea or project. 
In regards to Possibility lines… Imagine just two possibilities: 

1) is to manifest your Divine Desire (Desirable)
2) is to repel your Divine Desire (Undesirable)
Your possibility lines feed the orb/creation and infuse it with your 
energy. Place your attention toward your orb and the line will 
shift from a Possibility to a Probability. Start by sending out your 
heart coherence signal with a vitalized passion pulse. Locate your 
divine desire as an orb that is somewhere on the Golden Grid… 
see, feel, know where the orb is on the Grid.

Connect with the orb from your heart… imagine a possibility line 
that flows from you to your Divine Desire orb… what is the 
condition of your possibility line? Is it small or thin? Make sure it 
is clear and clean. Start to send vital energy… your feeling tone 
of energy, from your heart convergence point through your 
possibility line and strengthen your line. Build up your intensity 
through amplifying your pulse. Watch your orb getting bigger and 
more vibrant. Will the orb to move into alignment with your 
future lifeline. Keep sending your energy toward your orb filling it 
up with all of the passionate energies pulsing through your body. 

Claim with animation that it is already done... and so it is! 


